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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Wednesday 27th January 2021

Spellings.
1. great 4. busy
2. break 5. people
3. steak 6. because

Handwriting.



Punctuation ladder.
Exclamation marks.  !
Read the sentences. Which is a normal sentence and which is 
an exclamation sentence? Punctuate the sentences
correctly using capital letters, full stops or exclamation marks.

what an amazing snowman

this weekend I built a snowman



Phonics

• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 
is ‘ea’ in dream.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/WeEkcWlI/H77UTAjK

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/EDVGtCRB/9nKalBK9

If you find this easy here is a bit more of a challenge for you…

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/oyDIGqRy/CPofpMsL

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/WeEkcWlI/H77UTAjK
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/EDVGtCRB/9nKalBK9
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/oyDIGqRy/CPofpMsL


Today we are going to be writing our persuasive text about 

the zoo. 

I would like you to convince me that either zoos are good and 

I should visit the zoo, or that they are bad and they should 

be banned. Today I want you very best writing. Imagine that 

you are in school and this is your big write. I want to see you 

show me what you have learned about persuasive writing 

over the past 3 weeks.



Incase you need any more reminders for reasons for and against, you 
could watch the video clips again if you think you need to. 

Should Zoos Exist? – YouTube

Why do we need zoos? – YouTube

Pros and Cons of Zoos – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DlBJlahU1g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOrPmOXhxo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvnMW9MFBOU


Here is an example of persuasive writing so 
you know what I am looking for…

All Children Should Learn to Swim

Swimming is an important life skill that all children should learn.

Firstly, children need to learn how to swim so that they can stay safe 
around water.

Secondly, swimming is great exercise and can help children to stay fit 
and healthy.

Thirdly, once children know how to swim, they will be able enjoy 
swimming throughout their lives.

For all of these reasons, it is vital that all children learn how to swim. 



Yesterday, you planned your persuasive writing using the plan 
below. Today I want you to write your persuasive writing on lined 
paper- please do not use the template, this is your final piece of 
writing, you are just using the structure you have planned. Use 
your plan from yesterday to help you. 

On the next slide you will find a checklist for what you need to 
include in your writing today. 



Checklist for my persuasive writing. 
I can use:

• The language of opinion-
I believe…

I feel…

Without a doubt…

• The language of sequence-
Firstly

Secondly

Next

Also

Lastly

• Compound sentences using conjunctions ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘so’, ‘because’ to add more 
information to you reasons. 

• Correct punctuation- capital letters, full stops, ! ?
• Correct spelling- use your phonics to fred talk tricky words. 



• Once you have finished your writing, please take a photo and upload 
it to tapestry so that I  can mark it. I really want to see your very best 
writing today please. I will be sending out rewards to children who 
have made a good effort with this today- especially if they can 
persuade me to agree with their point of view!

• Good luck!







What value would you give to each of the symbols on your 
pictogram? The number of tallies are high so think about 
whether each symbol could be worth 2, 5, or 10. Now draw 
your pictogram Don’t forget to add a key to show the value 
of each symbol. 





Science

So far in science we have learned about living things. Can you remember what 
characteristics all living things share?

We are going to finding out about habitats today- where animals live.
Tomorrow we will be using what we have been learning in geography about the
world oceans and continents to find out about where animals live in the world
and why they live there.
Today let’s learn about habitats. Join in with this lesson-

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-a-habitat-
cmupat?step=2&activity=video

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-a-habitat-cmupat?step=2&activity=video

